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Hybrid nanofluids are a new type of enhanced working fluids, engineered with enhanced thermo-
physical properties. The hybrid nanofluids profit from the thermo-physical properties of more than
one type of nanoparticles. The present study aims to address the free convective heat transfer of the
Al2O3-Cu water hybrid nanofluid in a cavity filled with a porous medium. Two types of important porous
media, glass ball and aluminummetal foam, are considered for the porous matrix. The experimental data
show dramatic enhancement in the thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of the synthesized
hybrid nanofluids, and hence, these thermophysical properties could not be modeled using available
models of nanofluids. Thus, the actual available experimental data for the thermal conductivity and
the dynamic viscosity of hybrid nanofluids are directly utilized in the present theoretical study.
Various comparison with results published previously in the literature are performed and the results
are found to be in excellent agreement. In most cases, the average Nusselt number Nul is decreasing func-
tion of the volume fraction of nanoparticles. The results show the reduction of heat transfer using
nanoparticles in porous media. The observed reduction of the heat transfer rate is much higher for hybrid
nanofluid compared to the single nanofluid.
� 2017 The Society of Powder Technology Japan. Published by Elsevier B.V. and The Society of Powder

Technology Japan. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Investigation of the natural convective heat transfer in a porous
cavity for its engineering usages, include heat removal in heat
exchangers [1] and heat storage systems in solar collectors
enhanced with porous matrixes [2,3], and active nuclear west dis-
posal systems [4] has been highly regarded. There are also applica-
tions for nanofluids, further than heat transfer such as
nanoparticles as anti-microbial agents [5,6] or nanoparticles as
radiation absorbent agents [7], in which the heat transfer could
be the side advantage or disadvantage of utilizing nanoparticles
in the host-fluid. The design of using hybrid nanoparticles as
nano-additives can be managed in such applications for multi-
purpose benefits including enhancement or inhibition of heat
transfer. Thus, the current investigation aims to theoretically study
the efficacy of the existence of a hybrid nanofluid in a cavity filled
with porous media.

Novel kind of engineered fluids introduced by Choi [8] are the
nanofluids that consist of well-dispersed solid nanometer-sized
particles [9,10]. Nanoparticles existence in the base-fluid influ-
ences significantly its properties. On the other hand, the thermo-
physical characteristics of the host-fluid have modified in the
presence of nanoparticles. Due to the experimental results, com-
posed nanofluid’s density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity are
more than the host-fluid’s [11]. So, the existence of nanoparticles
within the host-fluid affects the convective heat transfer of nano-
fluid, and is necessary in usages. Neoteric class of nanofluids is
hybrid nanofluids which contain a small amount of metal nanopar-
ticles and also non-metallic nanoparticles. Metallic nanoparticles
like Zn, Cu, and Al give high thermal conductivities but their use
has restrictions such as stability and reactivity. In contrast, non-
metallic nanoparticles such as Al2O3, CuO, and Fe3O4 present lower
thermal conductivity in comparison with metallic; however, they
have a lot of desirable properties like stability and chemical
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Nomenclature

Latin symbols
Cp heat capacity in constant pressure (kJ kg�1K�1)
g gravitational acceleration vector (m s�2)
h local convection coefficient
H interface heat transfer coefficient parameter
k thermal conductivity (W m�1 K�1)
K permeability of the porous medium (m2)
L square cavity size (m)
Nux local Nusselt number
Nul average Nusselt number
p pressure (Pa)
q00 total interfacial heat flux (W m�2)
Ra Rayleigh number
T temperature (K)
u, v velocity components along x, y directions, respectively

(m s�1)
V Darcian velocity vector
x, y Cartesian coordinates (m)

Greek symbols
a effective thermal diffusivity (m2 s�1)
b thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid (K�1)

e porosity of the porous medium
h dimensionless temperature
l dynamic viscosity (kg m�1 s�1)
q density (kg m�3)
(qc) effective heat capacity (J K�1 m�3)
u relative nanoparticle volume fraction
w dimensionless stream function

Subscripts
bf base-fluid
c cold
h hot
hnf hybrid nanofluid
l liquid phase
m effective
max maximum
nf nanofluid
r relative
s solid porous matrix
x in x-direction
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inertness. Thus, it is hoped that adding Cu to an Al2O3-based nano-
fluid can increase the thermophysical characteristics of the result-
ing mixture without reducing the nanofluid stability [12,13].

Recently, a lot of experimental studies [12,14–19] and numeri-
cal investigations [13,20–25] have been conducted on hybrid nano-
fluid as a novel technology concept. The thermal conductivity and
viscosity of the Al2O3–Cu/H2O hybrid nanofluid have been mea-
sured by Suresh et al. [12]. The results demonstrated that both
parameters of the hybrid nanofluid enhance with the volume con-
centrations of nanoparticles. Moghadassi et al. [24] studied the
influences of the nanofluid (water-based Al2O3) and hybrid nano-
fluid (Al2O3-Cu) and indicated that the hybrid nanofluid has a
much larger coefficient of convection heat transfer. Esfe et al.
[19] measured the thermal conductivity of SWCNTs-MgO/EG
hybrid nanofluids and modeled the experimental data using artifi-
cial neural network. Sarkar et al. [26] conducted a comprehensive
review briefing recent challenges and investigations in the area of
hybrid nanofluids such as heat transfer, synthesis, thermodynamic
properties, etc. Tayebi and Chamkha [13] studied numerically the
heat transfer in an annulus between two confocal elliptic cylinders
filled with Cu-Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid. Three-dimensional
hybrid nanofluid boundary-layer flow passing a stretching sheet
under the effects of Newtonian heating and Lorentz force has been
accomplished by Devi and Anjali [23]. Laminar convective heat
transfer of using different base fluids and a hybrid nanofluid in a
uniformly heated circular tube is numerically investigated by Tak-
abi et al. [21].

Many researchers have studied experimentally and numerically
the influence of the nanofluid on convective heat transfer within
enclosures for various conditions and case studies [27–37]. In
enclosures, because of no requirement to an exterior power sup-
plies such as electrical source for inducing convective heat transfer,
this mechanism of heat transfer is significant. Free convection has
some advantages including the decrease of magnetic noise, fee, and
sound due to the absence of power sources. These benefits cause
the enclosures as an attractive subject for the researchers and var-
ious industrials. Baïri et al. [1] have presented a great review on the
free convection mechanism in cavities for industrial usages. Most
of the time, the cavities are filled by porous media that is saturated
with a fluid or a nanofluid. Recent advances in the field of heat
transfer and nanofluid flow in a porous medium have been con-
ducted with an excellent review by Kasaeian et al. [38]. Lately, a
number of authors have focused on various thermal boundary con-
ditions in cavities. Uniform, non-uniform, and sinusoidal tempera-
ture distribution in some or all of the walls and also insulated and
adiabatic boundary conditions have used in these problems [39–
42]. Use of local thermal equilibrium [43] (when the fluid and solid
temperature is equals) and local thermal non-equilibrium (where
the fluid and solid temperature is varied) [42,44] models for porous
media is another challenging subjects in enclosure filled with
nanofluid investigations. Most recently, a number of scholars con-
centrated on conjugate natural convections in cavities [9,45,46] for
its important applications in electrical parts cooling, collectors of
solar energy, production of material, etc. Ghalambaz et al. [37]
have considered the presence of viscous dissipation and radiation
influences on the free convective heat transfer within a square
enclosure filled by porous media saturated with nanofluid. Free
convection in a differentially heated and partially-layered porous
cavity filled by a nanoliquid is examined by Chamkha and Ismael
[30]. Al-Zamily [47] conducted a review about the latest progresses
in free convection and entropy generation in an enclosure filled by
multi-layer porous media, and nanoliquid with considering heat
generation. Mansour et al. [33] and Sheremet et al. [35] checked
out the influence of the presence of nanoparticles on the magneto-
hydrodynamic convection heat transfer of nanofluids in a cavity.

Investigation of using a hybrid nanofluid in cavity problems has
newly conducted by some of the researchers [48–50] but to the
best of author’s knowledge, the free convective heat transfer of
hybrid nanofluids in a cavity filled by a porous media has not been
addressed yet. As a case study, Al2O3-Cu water nanofluid is
adopted as a synthesized hybrid nanofluid, as its thermophysical
data are available in the literature [12,21,23,24]. The thermal con-
ductivity values of the glass balls and aluminum foam are 1.05 and
205, respectively [27]; hence, the glass balls and aluminum porous
foams are adopted as low and high thermal conductive porous
matrixes, respectively. The effect of using the hybrid nanofluid
on the natural convective behavior of the hybrid nanofluid and
the porous media is investigated for the first time to answer the
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following questions related to the heat transfer aspect of hybrid
nanofluids:

1. Does using hybrid nanofluids assist heat transfer in a cavity
filled with a porous media?

2. What is the thermal advantage of using the Al2O3-Cu water
hybrid nanofluid instead of using a regular Al2O3 water
nanofluid?

3. What is the influence of the thermal conductivity of the porous
medium on the enhancement or deterioration of heat transfer
in the cavity by using hybrid nanofluids?

4. Does the increment of the volume fraction of nanoparticles
always enhance the heat transfer?

5. Does the increase of the porosity of the porous matrix increase
the heat transfer of using the hybrid nanofluid?

With these questions in mind, we now proceed to the next sec-
tion to present a formulation for natural convective the heat trans-
fer of hybrid nanofluids in a cavity filled with porous media.
2. Basic equations

A cavity filled with a porous medium saturated by a hybrid
nanofluid with the size L is depicted in Fig. 1. The top and bottom
walls are well insulated, and the left and right walls are kept in the
hot and cold temperature of Th and Tc, respectively. Here, it is
assumed that the nanoparticles are always suspended and stable
which means that there is no agglomeration and sedimentation
(see [51–53]). It is assumed that the interaction of the porous med-
ium and the hybrid nanofluid is high, and hence, the temperature
of the porous matrix and the temperature of the hybrid nanofluid
are equal throughout the porous medium. Thus, the local thermal
equilibrium model is utilized which as a result the temperature
can be represented by the effective temperature of Tm. It is
assumed that the porous medium is homogeneous and isotropic.

In the present study, it is assumed that the temperature differ-
ence is limited. Thus, the results of the present study are valid for
the low temperature differences about 10 �C. As the temperature
difference is low, it can be assumed that the change in the
thermo-physical properties of the materials is limited. However,
the presence of nanoparticles would effectively change the
Fig. 1. Schematic of the problem in the present work.
thermo-physical properties of the nanofluid and their changes
are taken into account. In addition, the change in the density
induces a buoyancy force which results in the convective heat
transfer flows in the enclosure which is important and should be
taken into account. Following [27,29,54], when the temperature
difference is low, the buoyancy forces can be represented by the
Boussinesq’s model. As the size of the porous pores in most of
the porous matrices such as aluminum foams or glass balls are
small, the flow would quickly reach to its steady state situation
and the laminar flow due to the pore walls is reasonable and the
flow can be described by the Darcy flow [29–31]. Finally, as the
temperature differences in the enclosure is limited and the pores
are small, the temperature difference between the solid matrix of
the pores and the fluid inside the pores can be neglected [27,29].
Finally, all of the cavity walls are impermeable to both of the base
fluid and the nanoparticles.

Considering the described assumptions, the governing equa-
tions for the hybrid nanofluid can be expressed as [55]:

Continuity equation:

r � V ¼ 0 ð1Þ
Momentum equation:

0 ¼ �rp� lhnf

K
V � ðqbÞhnf ðT � T0Þg ð2Þ

Energy equation:

ðV � rÞTm ¼ khnf;m
ðqCpÞhnf

@2Tm

@�x2
þ @2Tm

@�y2

 !
ð3Þ

where V, k, K, p, g, b, l, q, and Cp are the Darcian velocity vector;
thermal conductivity, permeability of the porous medium, pressure,
gravitational acceleration vector, thermal expansion coefficient,
dynamic viscosity, density, and the specific heat capacity at a con-
stant pressure, respectively.

The physical properties of the hybrid nanofluid including ther-
mal conductivity khnf , effective dynamic viscosity lhnf , buoyancy
coefficient ðqbÞhnf , and heat capacitance ðqCpÞhnf which can be
obtained directly from the available experimental data or be calcu-
lated from the available expressions presented therein.

At the present time, no accurate models for evaluation of the
thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity of hybrid nanoflu-
ids exist. However, there are some relations which are obtained
using curve fitting of the experimental data. Hence, here in order
to perform a realistic analysis, we directly utilize the available data
for the thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity of a hybrid
Al2O3-Cu water nanofluid. The experimental results for the thermal
conductivity and the dynamic viscosity of hybrid Al2O3-Cu water
nanofluid as a function of various volume fractions of nanoparticles
are shown in Table 1. In this table, the experimental values for the
thermal conductivity and the dynamic viscosity of regular Al2O3/
water nanofluid are also provided. The samples of Al2O3–Cu hybrid
particles have been synthesized by the hydrogen reduction tech-
nique from the powder mixture of Al2O3 (90%) and CuO (10%).
Afterward, Al2O3–Cu/water hybrid nanofluids with 0.1–2% volume
fractions were prepared by a two-step method: First, a nanofluid
with a specified volume concentration was prepared by dispersing
a required dose of Al2O3–Cu nanoparticles in deionized water with
dispersant (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate) using an ultrasonic vibrator
producing ultrasonic pulses of 180 W at 40 kHz. Then, the nanoflu-
ids were kept under ultrasonic vibration continuously for 6 h to
have a stable suspension and uniform dispersion [12].

The relations for evaluation the other thermo-physical proper-
ties, such as density, heat capacity, and buoyancy coefficient are
summarized in Table 2. These relations are mainly derived from
the concentration of mass and energy laws and are mostly in



Table 1
Experimental data for thermal conductivity and dynamic viscosity of hybrid Al2O3-Cu/water nanofluid and regular Al2O3/water nanofluid.

uhnp (%) uCu (%) uAl2O3 (%) K Al2O3/water (W/m K) l Al2O3/water (kg/m s) K Al2O3-Cu/water (W/m K) l Al2O3-Cu/water (kg/m s)

0.1 0.0038 0.0962 0.614055 0.0009041 0.619982 0.000972
0.33 0.0125 0.3175 0.6190041 0.0009049 0.63098 0.001098
0.75 0.0285 0.7215 0.6309797 0.0009098 0.649004 0.001386
1 0.038 0.962 0.6437496 0.00095184 0.657008 0.001602
2 0.0759 1.9241 0.6571916 0.000972 0.684992 0.001935

Table 2
Applied relations for hybrid nanofluid properties [25].

Hybrid nanofluid
properties

Applied relation

Density qhnf ¼ qf ð1�uhnpÞ þ qAl2o3uAl2o3 þ qCuuCu

Buoyancy
coefficient

ðqbÞhnf ¼ ð1�uhnpÞðqbÞf þuAl2o3 ðqbÞAl2o3 þuCuðqbÞCu

Heat capacity ðqcpÞhnf ¼ ð1�uhnpÞðqcpÞf þuAl2o3 ðqcpÞAl2o3 þuCuðqcpÞCu

Table 4
Grid independency test for the pure fluid when Ra = 103 and uhnf = 0.

Grid size Nul Error (%) |w|max Error (%)

50 � 50 13.392 20.556
100 � 100 13.569 1.32 20.510 0.22
150 � 150 13.608 0.28 20.501 0.04
200 � 200 13.622 0.10 20.498 0.01

Table 5
Values calculated for average Nusselt number in a porous triangular shaped enclosure
occupied by Cu-water nanofluid.

Ra u Sun and pop [31] Sheremet et al. [29] Present work

500 0 9.66 9.65 9.64
1000 0.1 9.42 9.41 9.42
500 0 13.9 14.05 13.96
1000 0.2 12.85 12.84 12.85
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proper agreement with the experimental results. Following [54],
the relations for evaluating the physical properties of a liquid in
a saturated porous medium are given by

ðqCpÞl;m ¼ eðqCpÞl þ ð1� eÞðqCpÞs ð4aÞ

kl;m ¼ ekl þ ð1� eÞks; al;m ¼ kl;m
ðqCpÞl

ð4bÞ

where e represent the porous media porosity, the indices l, s and m
denote the properties associated with the liquid phase (hybrid
nanofluid), solid phase (the porous matrix), and effective properties
for liquid saturated porous medium, respectively. The above rela-
tions are in good agreement with the studies of [29,55] in the case
of nanofluids. Indeed, in Eq. (4) the thermo-physical properties of
the hybrid nanofluid are coupled with the thermo-physical proper-
ties of the porous media. The thermo-physical properties for the
host-fluid, nanoparticles and the porous media are demonstrated
in Table 3. The glass balls and aluminum foam are two types of
common porous media in the literature [27]. As shown in Table 3,
the thermal conductivity of the glass balls and aluminum foam
are low and high, respectively. Hence, to study the effects of the
thermal conductivity of the solid matrix of the porous medium on
the flow and heat transfer characteristics, these two types of solid
matrix with different thermal conductivities have been adopted.

Eliminating the pressure by cross differentiating between the x
and y momentum equations, the governing equations of (1)(3) can
be written in Cartesian coordinates as:

@�u
@�x

þ @�v
@�y

¼ 0 ð5Þ

lhnf

K
@�u
@�y

� @�v
@�x

� �
¼ �gðqbÞhnf

@T
@�x

ð6Þ

�u
@T
@�x

þ �v @T
@�y

¼ ahnf ;m
@2T
@�x2

þ @2T
@�y2

 !
ð7Þ
Table 3
Thermophysical properties of the components of Cu-Al2O3/water (see [29,32]) and solid s

Physical properties Water Cu

Cp (J/kg K) 4179 385
k (W/m K) 0.613 401
a � 10�7 (m2/s) 1.47 1163.1
b � 10�5 (K�1) 21 1.67
q (kg/m3) 997.1 8933
l � 10�4 (kg/m s) 8.9 –
Using the concept of the stream function as �u ¼ @�w
@y ; �v ¼ � @�w

@x and

invoking the following non-dimensional parameters:

x ¼ �x=L; y ¼ �y=L; w ¼ �w=ab;m; h ¼ ðT � TcÞ=ðTh � TcÞ ð8Þ
The non-dimensional form of the governing equations is gained as:

@2w
@x2

þ @2w
@y2

¼ �Ra:H:
@h
@x

ð9Þ

@w
@y

@h
@x

� @w
@x

@h
@y

¼ ar
@2h
@x2

þ @2h
@y2

 !
ð10Þ

The boundary conditions can be written as below:

w ¼ 0; h ¼ 1 on x ¼ 0
w ¼ 0; h ¼ 0 on x ¼ 1
w ¼ 0; @h

@y ¼ 0 on y ¼ 0

w ¼ 0; @h
@y ¼ 0 on y ¼ 1

ð11Þ

Here in this specific problem, the Rayleigh number is the Darcy-
Rayleigh number, introduced due to the thermo-physical properties
of the host fluid and the porous medium as Ra ¼ gKðqbÞbf
ðTh � TcÞL=ðabf ;mlbf Þ, H¼ ðqbÞhnf

ðqbÞbf

� �
lbf

lhnf

� �
and ar ¼ ahnf ;m

abf ;m

� �
. The thermo-

physical properties for the hybrid nanofluid and the base fluid
can be evaluated using Tables 1–3 and the coupling relations
introduced in Eq. (4).
tructures of the porous media.

Al2O3 Glass balls Aluminum foam

765 840 897
40 1.05 205
131.7 4.63 846.4
0.85 0.9 2.22
3970 2700 2700
– – –
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Fig. 2. Isotherms concluded by this work (lines) and Turan et al. [60] (circular
points).
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The rate of heat transfer in the cavity can be evaluated at the
surface of one of the vertical isotherms walls of the cavity. For
instance, The conduction heat transfer at the left isotherm wall
Ra=10                               

(a) 

-0.6
-0.7

(b) 

-0.3
-0.7

Fig. 3. streamlines for pure fluid (solid lines), (a): Al2O3 nanofluid (dash lines) (b): Cu-
values of Ra = 10 and 1000, respectively, when e = 0.6 and uhnf = uAl2O3 = 0.02.
can be written as q00 ¼ khnf ;m @�T
@�x

� �
�x¼0. The convection heat transfer

at the left wall can be evaluated using q00 ¼ hxðTh � TcÞ where hx
is the local convection coefficient. Based on the conservation equa-
tion of energy, the conduction heat transfer at the wall is equal to
the convection heat transfer which yields khnf ;m @�T

@�x

� �
�x¼0 ¼ hxðTh � TcÞ

where invoking the non-dimensional variables gives:

hxL
kbf ;m

¼ � khnf ;m
kbf ;m

@h
@x

� �
x¼0

ð12Þ

By introducing the local Nusselt number due to the effective
thermal conductivity of the base fluid and the porous media as
Nux ¼ hxL

kbf ;m
, Eq. (12) is written as:

Nux ¼ � khnf ;m
kbf ;m

ð@h
@x

Þ
x¼0

ð13Þ

and the average Nusselt numbers at the left wall is calculated as
below:

Nul ¼ 1
L

Z L

0
Nux dy ð14Þ

In a similar way, the local Nusselt number and the average Nus-
selt number can be introduced for the right wall.

3. Numerical method

A two-equation system including partial differential Eqs. (9)
and (10), based on the above-mentioned boundary conditions, is
                    Ra=1000 

-18
-20

-12 -20

Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid (dash lines) at glass balls porous medium for low and high



Ra=10                                              Ra=1000 

(a) 

0.
95

0.
05

0.95

0.05

(b) 

0.
95

0.
05

0.95

0.05

Fig. 4. Isotherms for low and high values of Ra = 10 and 1000, respectively, when e = 0.6 and uhnf = uAl2O3 = 0.02 and the glass balls are solid matrix of porous medium;
(a): Al2O3 nanofluid (dash lines) and pure fluid (solid lines) (b): Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid (dash lines) and pure.
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converted to the simplified form and solved using the Galerkin
weighted residual finite element numerical method [56–58]. A
non-uniform structured grid is utilized.

Basically, to accurately simulate the boundary layers formed in
the vicinity of the solid boundaries including thermal and hydrody-
namics boundaries, the use of a finer mesh in the vicinity of the
solid walls is inevitable. Using a finer unstructured mesh next to
the walls would effectively capture the important temperature
gradients in the vicinity of the walls. However, in the main regions
of the enclosure in which the gradients are small, a coarse mesh is
also adequate. Hence, using an unstructured grid provides the
advantage of an accurate solution with low-cost computations.
Hence, a non-uniform structured grid can satisfy these require-
ments. However, implementing the numerical procedure in a
non-uniform mesh is harder than a uniform mesh. Here, the com-
puter solution codes with user-defined functions which are based
on the finite element method are utilized for the numerical
calculations.

In order to evaluate the residuals, the Biquadratic equation and
the three-point Gaussian quadrature formula are employed and to
solve them, the Newton–Raphson iteration method is used. When
the error is lower than 10�7, the computations are stopped. A
detailed discretization of the governing equations and the numer-
ical method has been explained completely in the paper published
by Donea and Huerta [59]. The grid independency test is carried
out to ensure the accuracy of the solution. In this evaluation,
Ra = 103 and uhnf = 0. As shown in Table 4, when the grid size is
100 � 100, the error percentage of mesh size is much less than
1%, exactly 0.28 and 0.04% for Nul and |w|max, respectively. Hence,
the grid size 100 � 100 is confidently applied to discretize the
computational domain.

Reliability of the outcomes of the present work is assessed by
re-calculating consequences reported by Sun and pop [31] as well
as Sheremet et al. [29] for the natural convection within an
enclosed porous medium by the sides of a triangular. The pores
are occupied with a Cu-water nanofluid and a heating element
was located on the vertical wall of the triangular. The data repre-
sented in Table 5 illustrate this validation. Also, the used code is
evaluated with the study performed by Turan et al. [60] repre-
sented in Fig. 2 that belong to a square enclosure containing pure
fluid. The excellent matching between the results of re-
calculations of this study and initial papers ensures the accuracy
of our results.

4. Results and discussion

Current research studies the free convective heat transfer of a
Cu-Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid and also, Al2O3/water nanofluid
within a porous cavity which its solid matrix is glass balls or alu-
minum foam. Various values of the Darcy-Rayleigh number
(Ra = 1–103), hybrid volume fraction (u = 0–0.02) and porosity
(e = 0.3–0.9) are considered to do calculations for two different
kinds of porous media material including glass balls and aluminum
foam.

The effect of the presence of the Cu-Al2O3 hybrid and Al2O3

nanoparticles on the streamlines patterns for low and high values
of the Rayleigh number Ra in the porous medium with glass balls
solid matrix is illustrated in Fig. 3. When Ra is low (Ra = 10),
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regardless of the type of the fluid occupying the porous medium, a
weak clockwise recirculating cell is formed within the porous
cavity.

For both types of nanoparticles, Cu-Al2O3 hybrid and Al2O3

nanoparticles, as the Rayleigh number enhances from 10 to 1000,
the nanofluid velocity within the square cavity extremely aug-
ments. As a result of this increase, the streamlines patterns
reshape, so that the circular streamlines formed at Ra = 10 are
stretched along the horizontal surfaces when Ra = 1000. Indeed,
the change in the patterns tell us that the convection mode
becomes dominant compared to the conduction mode with
increasing values of Ra. Moreover, it is seen that using both types
of the nanoparticles decline the strength of the nanofluid flow for
all values of Ra. Solid and dash lines correspond to pure and nano-
fluid, respectively. The reduction of the nanofluid velocity resulting
from utilizing Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanoparticles is much more than
that of Al2O3 nanoparticles. The decline can be attributed to an
increase in the dynamic viscosity coming from the presence of
the nanoparticles. The experimental data in Table 1 show that
simultaneous application of Cu and Al2O3 nanoparticles strongly
raise the dynamic viscosity of the base fluid. This increment for
uhnf = 0.02 is 117.4%. Hence, the very drastic increment of the fluid
resistance against the buoyancy force is not unexpected when
uhnf = 0.02.

The corresponding isotherms to the streamlines presented in
Fig. 3 are also displayed in Fig. 4. In general, it can be said that
the lines of the isotherms’ contours are parallel to the vertical
boundaries when Ra is low (Ra = 10) and tend to be formed along
the horizontal boundaries at Ra = 1000. In fact, at Ra = 1000, the
convection mechanism is predominated as a heat transfer process;
it creates a stratified temperature field with various levels.

The reduction of the thermal boundary layer thickness is obvi-
ously observed when Ra augments from Ra = 10–1000. Compres-
sion of the lines of isotherms close to the hot and cold walls in
the left-down and right-up regions of the cavity, respectively, illus-
trates this fact. Furthermore, it is observed that utilizing nanopar-
ticles displaces the isotherms. Indeed, the use of nanoparticles
leads to decreases of isotherms stretching along the horizontal sur-
faces. This means that the contribution of conduction mechanism
of heat transfer becomes more comparable to convection as a
result of reducing the flow strength. Reducing the isotherms
stretching for the hybrid nanofluid is much more than that for
the Al2O3 nanofluid.

To investigate the influences of the solid material of the por-
ous media on the velocity and temperature fields, the results
for the isotherms and the streamlines are presented in Fig. 5 for
two types of solid matrices at two values of e = 0.3 and 0.9. In this
detailed study, Ra and u remains constant at 1000 and 0.02,
respectively. For a certain case, comparison of the streamlines
between cavities containing glass balls and aluminum foam illus-
trates that the strength of the formed recirculating cells in the
cavity containing glass balls is more comparable to the other
material of the solid matrix. To justify this result, it should be
related to the thermal diffusion ratio ar, because the other dimen-
sionless parameters remain constant when only the solid matrix
material is changed.
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The defined relations for the thermal diffusion ratio ar tell us
that this ratio is more than 1 and decreasingly tends to 1 with
the increase in the thermal conductivity of the solid matrix. Hence,
it is clear that the thermal diffusion ratio for ar a medium contain-
ing glass balls is more than that for a medium consisting of alu-
minum foam. On the other hand, we know well that the
increment of this ratio boosts the ability of the nanofluid in
carrying heat. It is expected that increasing the porosity makes
the fluid motion becomes easier because of increasing void spaces.
This expectation has been actualized as shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b).
Moreover, it is necessary to say that the thermal conductivity effect
of the solid matrix on the flow becomes more when the porosity
enhances. Fig. 6(a) and (b) show the corresponding isotherms to
the streamlines presented in Fig. 5. As demonstrated, there are



Fig. 8. Variations of the average Nusselt number Nul according to volume fraction at various values of Ra for both types of glass balls and Aluminum foam solid matrix for (a):
Al2O3 nanofluid and (b): Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid when e = 0.6.
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Fig. 9. Influence of the volume fraction on the average Nusselt number at various values of porosity for different types of porous medium solid matrix when Ra = 1000.

Table 6
Comparison of the percentage of decrease of the average Nusselt number Nul for both types of nanofluid with respect to pure fluid for glass balls solid matrix when Ra = 1000 and
e = 0.6.

u (%) HAl2O3 HCu-Al2O3 ar_ Al2O3 ar_Cu-Al2O3 Nul, Al2O3 P.R. (%) Nul, Cu-Al2O3 P.R. (%)

0 1 1 1 1 13.569 0 13.569 0
0.1 0.98358 0.91489 1.0006 1.0056 13.442 0. 94 12.913 5.08
0.33 0.98081 0.80838 1.0055 1.0068 13.437 0. 98 12.046 12.64
0.75 0.97208 0.63820 1.0158 1.0138 13.409 1.19 10.510 29.10
1 0.92719 0.55101 1.0262 1.0171 13.093 3.63 9.6286 40.92
2 0.90028 0.45242 1.0393 1.0290 12.902 5.16 8.5726 58.28
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no significant variations in the thermal field when the solid matrix
material and the porosity change.

The graphs illustrated in Fig. 7(a) and (b) demonstrate varia-
tions trend of the local Nusselt number on the left hot boundary
along the y-axis Nux for both types of nanofluids at three different
values of Ra = 10, 100, 1000 when the values of u and e are 0.02 and
0.6, respectively. Here, the solid matrix of the porous medium is
glass balls. The drastic increment of the local Nusselt number at
the beginning of the hot bound, close to the insulated bottom wall,
is observed when Ra reaches 1000. The very thin thermal boundary
layer in this region has the lowest thermal resistance against heat
transfer, so the maximum heat transfer rate locally occurs at the
lowest part of the hot boundary.
It is interesting to note that the local Nusselt number at the end
of the hot wall close to the top wall decreases with the increase of
Ra. A close inspection of the figures shows this behavior obviously.

Fig. 8(a) and (b) demonstrate the influences of the volume frac-
tion, Rayleigh number and the solid matrix material of the porous
medium on the average Nusselt number of Al2O3 and Cu-Al2O3

hybrid nanofluids, respectively. As obviously shown, for all the
cases, increasing the buoyancy force coming from increasing Ra
boosts average Nusselt number Nul on the hot left boundary. Fur-
thermore, we can see that the reduction of Nul by increasing the
nanoparticles becomes more at high values of Ra. Also, it is worth
saying that when Ra = 10, the dependence of Nul on the volume
fraction is low so that it can be confidently ignored. Moreover,
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the dependence of Nul on the solid matrix material is more promi-
nent at the high values of Ra (Ra = 1000) and u (uAl2O3 = uhnf = 0.02).
The results show that the Nusselt number of aluminum foam is
lower than that of the glass balls. This conclusion does not mean
that the heat transfer ability of the aluminum foam porous med-
ium is lower than that of the glass ball porous medium. These
results indicate that the utilization of nanoparticles in a glass ball
porous medium produces a better heat transfer potential com-
pared to the aluminum foam porous medium. This is due to the
fact that the heat transfer ability of the aluminum foam porous
medium is much higher than that of the glass ball porous medium.
Hence, utilizing of a nanofluid in the aluminum foam porous med-
ium is not much effective, but the effectiveness of using the nano-
fluid in the glass ball porous medium with low thermal
conductivity is more obvious.

To investigate the variations trend of the average Nusselt num-
ber with the volume fraction for various porosities for both types of
the porous medium solid matrix, the graphs presented in Fig. 9
have been provided. For both types of the solid matrix and all
the values of the porosity, expect for glass balls solid matrix when
e = 0.9, there is a decreasing trend with the increase of the volume
fraction. At e = 0.9, when glass balls are used as a solid matrix of the
porous media, using Al2O3 nanoparticles with u = 0.1% declines the
heat transfer rate. After that, the increment of the nanoparticles up
to 0.75% raises the average Nusselt number. Then, a decreasing
trend can be observed again when the volume fraction increases.
When the solid matrix material of the porous media is the alu-
minum foam with high thermal conductivity, the average Nusselt
number Nul is not dependent on the porosity. However, when
the solid matrix is the glass balls with low thermal conductivity,
the variations of Nul with the porosity is considerable. In fact, when
the thermal conductivity of the solid matrix is much higher than
that for the fluid phase, the thermal diffusion ratio ar remains
almost constant with varying porosity values. This means that
the effective thermal conductivity of the porous medium is kept
constant. In contrast, for the solid and fluid phases with thermal
conductivities close to each other, variations of the porosity can
vary the thermal diffusion ratio considerably. Therefore, the nano-
fluid ability for carrying heat can increases with increasing e.

Finally, to find out the exact decreasing of the heat transfer rate
arising from using Al2O3 nanoparticles and also, Cu and Al2O3

nanoparticles simultaneously, the values of the average Nusselt
number for both types of nanofluids at various values of u as well
as the percentage of their reduction are presented in Table 6. Dis-
play and comparison of the dimensionless parameter of H for Al2O3

nanofluid and Cu- Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid imparts that the reduc-
tion of H for hybrid nanoparticles is much more intense than that
for Al2O3 nanoparticles so that for u = 0.02, the value of H for the
hybrid nanofluid is half of that for Al2O3 nanofluid. However, the
values of the thermal diffusion ratios of these nanofluids are very
close to each other at a certain volume fraction. For these reasons,
the percentage of reduction of the heat transfer rate (P.R contrac-
tion used in Table 6) for the Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid is more
than tenfold the reduction of the Al2O3 nanofluid at u = 0.02.

5. Conclusion

The present study investigates free convective heat transfer of
Al2O3/water nanofluid and Cu-Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluid within
a square porous cavity. The vertical walls of the cavity are isother-
mal while the top and bottom walls are insulated. The governing
differential equations are obtained using the Darcy model and then
for better representation of the results, converted into a non-
dimensional form. The finite element method is applied to solve
the governing equations. Different values of the Darcy-Rayleigh
number (Ra = 1–103), hybrid volume fraction (u = 0–0.02) and the
porosity (e = 0.3–0.9) are examined to perform calculations for
two types of porous medium materials; glass balls and aluminum
foam. The main findings of the current investigation are as follows:

� The presence of the Cu-Al2O3 hybrid and Al2O3 nanoparticles
causes the nanofluid velocity to extremely increase as Ra
enhances, and the strength of nanofluid flow to decrease for
all values of Ra.

� The reduction of the nanofluid velocity resulting from utilizing
Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanoparticles is much more than that for Al2O3

nanoparticles. Besides, a reduction of the thermal boundary
layer thickness is observed when Ra augments from Ra = 10–
103.

� Using of the glass balls porous medium in comparison to the
aluminum foam increases the strength of the formed recirculat-
ing cells. Also, when the porosity enhances, the thermal conduc-
tivity effect of the each of the solid matrices increases.
Alternating the solid matrix with other type and changing the
porosity have no considerable variations in the thermal field
inside the cavity.

� When Ra = 10, the dependence of the Nul on the volume fraction
is very low, whereas the dependence of Nul on the solid matrix
is more prominent at the high values of Ra (Ra = 103) and
u (uAl2O3 = uhnf = 0.02).

� For both solid matrices and all the values of porosity, expect for
glass balls solid matrix when e = 0.9, the average Nusselt num-
ber has a decreasing trend with the increment of the volume
fraction.

� When the solid matrix material is the aluminum foam (with
high thermal conductivity), Nul is not dependent on the poros-
ity, whereas, when the solid matrix is the glass balls (with low
thermal conductivity), the variations of Nul with the porosity is
considerable.

� The reduction percentage of the heat transfer rate for a hybrid
nanofluid is much more than that for a single regular nanofluid.
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